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Abstract 

Neufang showed in [28] that the algebra Af(Lp(G)) of nuclear operators with a convo

lution product is left but not right strongly Arens irregular for a large class of locally 

compact groups G. We study this algebra on discrete groups. We give representa

tions r of N(£p(G))** and 7 of LUC(C)* on B(ep(G)) and show that the left topo

logical centre condition for m G J\f(£p(G))** is equivalent to T(m);y(f) = 7(/)r(ra) 

V/ G LUC(G)*. Using this result and an automatic normality result inspired by [21], 

we show that M(£P(G)) is left strongly Arens irregular (extending Neufang's result) 

and give 2-point left DTC (determining for the topological centre) sets for Af(£p(G)) 

if G is abelian. We introduce a new notion of DTC in terms of representations for 

which we have a 2-point left set for J\f(£p(G)) for nonabelian G. We are able to 

lift right DTC sets (in the usual sense) for £\{G) (e.g. the 2-point set from [11]) to 

i i 
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Introduction 

Every Banach space X embeds tu*-densely in its second dual X**, by which we identify 

X C X**. So it is natural to ask if the product on a Banach algebra can be extended 

to its second dual. Richard Arens showed in 1951 in [1] and [2] that this can be done 

in two canonical ways yielding what are now called the first and second (or left and 

right) Arens products, which we denote by • and O. These products are denned 

via module actions but have a nice topological characterization in terms of iterated 

w*-limits. 

The question "When do the two products coincide?" leads to the definition of the 

topological centres of 21: 

Z\(21**) := {m e 21** | m • n = mOn Vn e 21**} 

£2(21**) := {n e 21** | m • n = mOn Vm e 21**}. 

The centres are norm-closed subalgebras of 21** (with • or O) which contain 21 and 

yield a classification of Banach algebras in terms of Arens regularity. A Banach alge

bra 21 is Arens regular if Z}{%**) = 21** ( «=> £t
2(2t**) = 21**) and left (respectively 

right) Arens irregular if £t
x(2l**) (resp. Z|(2l**)) C 21**. If the left/right centre is 

minimal (i.e. equal to 21), the algebra is called left/right strongly Arens irregular. 

1 
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It is by now a classical result that every C*-algebra (indeed, any subalgebra of 

B{7i)) is Arens regular [6]. On the other hand, the group algebra L\(G) is strongly 

Arens irregular for every locally compact group G [25]. The first example of a Banach 

algebra which has one centre minimal but not the other is the algebra (J\f(Lp(G)), *) 

of nuclear operators on LP(G) with a convolution product (in the sense that the map 

7r: N(LP(G)) -» L\(G), the preadjoint of the embedding L^G)c-^ B(LP(G)), is an 

algebra homomorphism), due to Neufang. He shows in [28] that it is left but not right 

strongly Arens irregular if G is locally compact non-compact and second countable. 

Recently there has been work in finding small subsets of the second dual which 

are determining for the topological centre (DTC), in the sense that 3} is left DTC for 

21 if 

mUd = mOd V d e S =* m G ^ f ) . 

Surprisingly, sets consisting of two points are sufficient for LUC(G)* ([29] and [11]) 

and one point is sufficient for ^i(F2)** ([11] again)! 

In this thesis, we show that if G is infinite discrete then the left topological centre 

condition on the second dual of Neufang's algebra (M(£P(G)),*) is equivalent to a 

representation T of J\f(£p(G))** commuting with a representation 7 of LUC(Cr)*. Com

bining this with an automatic normality result coming from an obscure construction 

inspired by Hofmeier and Wittstock's work in [21] yields that there are two points 

V>± € LUC(<3)* s.t. if r (m)7(^±) '= 7 (^±)r(m) then m G Z}(Af(£p(G))**). Prom 

this we deduce that N{£P{G)) is left strongly Arens irregular (extending Neufang's 

result) and that Af(£p(G)) admits 2-point left DTC set if G is also abelian. We define 

a new notion of being determining for the topological centres in terms of commuting 

representations for which ijj± are left "DTC" set for J\f(£p(G)) even if G is nonabelian. 
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We are able to lift right DTC sets for £X{G) to right DTC sets for M{£p{G)) easily 

without relying on representation techniques. Combining this with the 2-point right 

DTC set for £i(G) (where G is infinite discrete) from [11], we deduce that Af(£p(G)) 

also has a 2-point right DTC set. 

Except for Section 2.3, Chapters 1 through 3 consist of standard material. Chap

ter 1 is a sketch of the background necessary for the rest of this thesis (assuming 

the prerequisites, see below). In Chapter 2 we collect the important results for 

the second duals of Banach spaces and algebras before moving on to Arens prod

ucts, topological centres, and DTC sets. Chapter 3 gives the results on tensor 

products of Banach spaces needed to understand why K,{Lp(G))* — N(LP(G)) and 

N(LP{G))* = B(LP(G)). The reader with a good knowledge of functional and ab

stract harmonic analysis should only have to read Section 2.3, since it contains the 

less-than-standard theory of Arens products and some new definitions. 

Chapters 4 through 6 are the meat of this thesis, consisting of material from 

research articles and new results. Chapter 4 introduces Neufang's convolution algebra 

of nuclear operators from [28], the main object of study of this thesis, and Bekka's G-

continuous operators. The new results in this chapter are extensions of results known 

only in the von Neumann or C*-algebra case. Chapter 5 is the requisite technical 

chapter of the thesis; there we construct the obscure object inspired by Hofmeier and 

Wittstock and use it to prove an automatic normality result which we lean on heavily 

in Chapter 6. Chapter 6 contains the main results of the thesis, in particular the left 

strong Arens irregularity of N(£P{G)) and left and right DTC sets for M{£P{G)). All 

of the results of Chapters 5 and 6 are new except for those in Sections 5.1 and 6.1. 

Section 5.1 describes Hofmeier and Wittstocks's inspirational construction and the 

results of Section 6.1 are due to Neufang and Auger [3]. 
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Prerequisites 

We assume standard knowledge of linear algebra (see Halmos [18]), general topology 

(see the classic Kelley [23] or the more modern Willard [35]), and measure theory (see 

Cohn [7]). While we present the basic definitions and results of functional and abstract 

harmonic analysis, some familiarity is assumed. For Banach space theory, we refer 

the reader to the terse and advanced Fabian et al [13] or the prolix and elementary 

Megginson [26]. For the theory of Banach algebras, see either of the tomes Dales [8] 

or Palmer [31]. For tensor products of Banach spaces, the only penetrable reference 

is the fortunately excellent Ryan [33]. For abstract harmonic analysis, see the biblical 

two volumes of Hewitt and Ross [19] and [20] or the introductory Folland [14]. 

Notation and conventions 

The symbol ":=" means "is defined to be equal to". The symbol "=" denotes equal

ity or identification. "=" means linearly isomorphic and "~" means isometrically 

isomorphic. 

If p G [1, oo] then q is the unique (extended real) number in [1, oo] s.t. ^ + - = 1. 

By convention, — = 0. 
J ' oo 

For a function / defined on a locally compact group, 

7(g) := fig'1) and f(g) := A(g)-lf(g-1) 

where A is the modular function of the group. 

Left translations Lt for group elements t and conjugation Ad a by invertible a E 91 

(a Banach algebra) are defined so that they are antirepresentations. 



Chapter 1 

Preliminaries 

This chapter is an incomplete collection the basic definitions and results we will need 

in the later chapters. The reader with a good knowledge of functional and abstract 

harmonic analysis can probably skip this chapter entirely. On the other hand, it 

certainly would not suffice to introduce a layman to these disciplines. It is included 

here for the benefit of those who have had some exposure to this material and as a 

refresher for the better acquainted. 

5 
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1.1 Banach spaces, algebras, and modules 

Definition 1.1.1. A Banach space X is a complete normed complex vector space. 

The unit ball of X is 

I i : = { s 6 l : \\x\\ < 1}. 

Examples. Hilbert spaces, Lp spaces, and for any topological space T, both 

Cb(T) := {continuous / : T -> C | sup \f(t)\ < oo} and 

C0(T) := {continuous / : T -^ C | Ve > 0 3 a compact K C T s.t. \f\T\K\ < e} 

with the supremum norm 

| | / | |oo:=sup| / ( t ) | . 
teT 

Definition 1.1.2. A Banach algebra 21 is a Banach space with an associative 

bilinear multiplication (in general, written as juxtaposition) satisfying Vo, b £ 21 

\\ab\\ < \\a\\\\b\\. 

If%L has an identity e, then we require that ||e|| = 1. 

Although we will denote the multiplication in an abstract Banach algebra simply 

by juxtaposition, the most important example of a Banach algebra multiplication in 

abstract harmonic analysis is convolution (see Section 1.5), which is denoted by *. 

Cb(T) and CQ(T) are (commutative) Banach algebras with pointwise multiplica

tion. Matrix algebras are noncommutative Banach algebras. 

Many Banach algebras lack an identity (for example, C0(T) has an identity iff T 

is compact). However, they may have something almost as good: 
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Definition 1.1.3. A bounded left approximate identity (BLAI) for a Banach 

algebra 21 is a bounded net (ea) in 21 s.t. Va e 21 

lim eaa = a. 
a 

A bounded right approximate identity (BRAI) is defined similarly. A net which 

is both a BLAI and a BRAI is called a bounded approximate identity (BAI) . 

Example. Let G be a locally compact group. Then L\{G) has a standard BAI (with 

each element) of norm 1, see Proposition 2.42 in [14] for the construction. 

Definition 1.1.4. Let 21 be a Banach algebra. A left Banach 21-module is a 

Banach space E with a module map 

• : 21 x E —> E, (a,x) \-> a-x 

satisfying Va 6 21, x € E 

\\a • x\\ < C||a||||:r|| 

for some C > 0. A right Banach module is defined similarly. A Banach 

2l-bimodule is both a left and right Banach ^.-module s.t. the left and right ac

tions commute. 

Any Banach algebra is a module over itself. 

If 21 has an identity then we can factor E — 21 • E for any left 2l-module E. 

Surprisingly this is still possible if 21 only has a BLAI, thanks to a result of the 

great Paul Cohen (who also proved that the Axiom of Choice and the Continuum 

Hypothesis are independent of ZF). 
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Theorem 1.1.5 (Cohen's Factorization Theorem). Let 21 be a Banach algebra with 

a BLAI bounded by M, E be a left Banach ^-module, x E 21 • E, and e > 0. Then 

3a e 21 andy E 21 • E s.t. 

• \\a\\ < M. 

• \\y-x\\ < s. 

• x = a • y. 

A similar statement holds for right Banach ^.-modules over algebras 21 with BRAIs. 

Corollary 1.1.6. Let 21 be a Banach algebra with a BLAI (respectively BRAI) and 

E be a left (resp. right) Banach ^.-module. Then 

2T~E = 2 l - £ (resp.TTyi = E-X). 

1.2 Linear operators 

Definition 1.2.1. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. A linear operator T : X —> Y is 

bounded if it maps X\ to a bounded set in Y. The vector space of all bounded linear 

operators X -+Y is denoted by B(X,Y) and B{X) := B(X,X). 

A linear operator is bounded iff it is continuous. 

Let X and Y be a Banach space. Then B(X, Y) is a Banach space with the norm 

imi := sup HTsll 
xeXi 

and B(X) is a Banach algebra under composition. 

A linear operator T E B(X,Y) s.t. ||Tx|| = ||x|| Vx E X is called an isometry. 
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It will be convenient to have a notation for the operators which commute with a 

module action. 

Definition 1.2.2. Let E be a (WLOG left) Banach ^.-module. Define 

B%{E) := {T E B(E) \T(a-x) = a-Tx Va G 21, xe E}. 

We now define some important subspaces of B(X, Y). 

Definition 1.2.3. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. 

(i) The finite-rank operators are 

F{X,Y) := {F <= B(X,Y) \ dimF(X) < oo}. 

(ii) The approximable operators are 

A(X,Y):=F(X,Y). 

(iii) The compact operators are 

K{X,Y) := {K € B(X,Y) \ A"(Xi) CY is compact}. 

A(X, Y) and fC(X, Y) are closed subspaces of B{X, Y) and we have 

T(X, Y) C A(X, Y) C K(X, Y) C B(X, Y). 

In general all of these inclusions are strict, and F(X) := F(X, X), A(X) := A(X, X), 

and tC(X) := K(X,X) are (two-sided) ideals in B(X). 
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1.3 Dual spaces 

We now introduce one of the most important concepts in functional analysis. 

Definition 1.3.1. The (continuous) dual (space) of a Banach space X is 

X* :=B(X,C)-

The elements of X* are called (bounded linear) functionals (onX). 

If X is a Banach space, then for / e X* and i G l w e write 

Definition 1.3.2. If X = Y* for some Banach space Y, then X is called a dual space 

and Y is called a predual of X. Preduals are not (in general) unique, but we will 

sometimes distinguish a predual Y of a dual space X by writing X^ — Y. 

Duals and preduals separate the points of a Banach space. We also have (thanks 

to Zorn's Lemma) the following result, one of the cornerstones of functional analysis. 

Theorem 1.3.3 (Hahn-Banach). Let Y be a subspace of a Banach space X and 

f e Y*. Then 3 / € X* s.t. f\Y = f and \\f\\ = \\f\\. 

The concept of duality extends to linear maps: 

Definition 1.3.4. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and T G B(X,Y). The adjoint 

ofT is the operator T* € B(Y*,X*) defined by 

(T*f,x):={f,Tx) 

for f e Y* andx e X. 
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The adjoint map * : B(X,Y) —> B(Y*,X*) is isometric and adjoints of injections 

are surjections and vice versa. 

We will use the following definitions: 

Definition 1.3.5. Let U C X a Banach space and V C Y a dual space. The 

annihilator ofU is 

U^:={feX*:(f,u) = 0 V«Gf/} 

a closed subspace ofX*. The preannihilator ofV is 

Vx := {h e n : {v, h}=0 VveV} 

a closed subspace of Y*. 

1.4 Banach space topologies 

The norm topology on a Banach space (arising from the metric d(x, y) = ||a; — y\\) can 

be too strong (for example, the unit ball of any infinite dimensional Banach space is 

not compact). Thankfully, we have other topologies at our disposal. 

There is an extensive theory of topological vector spaces (vector spaces endowed 

with a topology for which addition and scalar multiplication are continuous, see [34]). 

We only define three more, one on dual spaces and two on spaces of operators. 

We will not rigorously define these topologies, only characterize their convergent 

nets (this is in fact sufficient, but would require a little work, see the section "Con

vergence Classes" in Chapter 2 of [23]). They are all Hausdorff and are generated by 

families of seminorms. 
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Definition 1.4.1. Let X,Y be a Banach spaces and Z be a dual space. 

The Strong Operator Topology on B(X, Y) is determined by 

Ta —> T iff Tax —+ Tx (in norm) Vx G X. 

The Weak Operator Topology on B(X,Y) is determined by 

S a ^ S iff (f,Sax)-*(f,Sx) VxeX,f£Y*. 

The weak* topology on Z is determined by 

fa^f iff (fa,x)-+(f,x) VXEZ*. 

It is clear that for nets (Ta) in B(X,Y), 

Ta - • T (in norm) =* Ta ^ T =• T a ^ T. 

It is less clear that for bounded nets (Ta) in B(X,Y), 

rp WOT T W* 

It is not even clear that B(X, Y) supports a weak* topology, since we do not know a 

priori that B(X, Y) is a dual space. We will address this issue in Chapter 3 where 

we will see that B(X, Y) is a dual space for all Banach spaces X and Y. 

The weak* topology, in particular, is incredibly useful, due mainly to the following 

result, one of the most important in functional analysis. 

Theorem 1.4.2 (Banach-Alaoglu). The unit ball of a dual space is w*-compact. 
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Bounded linear operators between dual spaces are not in general w*-w*-continuous. 

Those that are deserve a special name. 

Definition 1.4.3. Let X and Y be dual Banach spaces. Let 

Ba(X,Y) := {T e B(X,Y) \ T is w*-w*-continuous}. 

The elements of Ba(X,Y) are called normal operators. 

It is easy to see that adjoint operators (Definition 1.3.4) are normal. The converse 

is also true: 

Proposition 1.4.4. If T E B(Y*,X*) is normal (i.e. w*-w*-continuous), then 

T = S* for some S e B(X, Y). 

1.5 Abstract harmonic analysis 

Definition 1.5.1. A topological group G is a group and a topological space such 

that the map 

GxG-^G, (g,h)^ gh'1 

is continuous (where GxG is endowed with the product topology). A locally compact 

group is a topological group which is a locally compact Hausdorff space. 

Examples. Any discrete or compact group is locally compact. 

Locally compact groups are the basic objects of abstract harmonic analysis. They 

support a rich theory because of the following definition and result. 

Definition 1.5.2. Let G be a locally compact group. A regular Borel measure A on 
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G is a left Haar measure if Wt € G and A 6 38(G) (the Borel a-algebra on G) 

li{tA) = p(A) 

and a right Haar measure ifVteG and A € 33(G) 

p(At) = p(A). 

Theorem 1.5.3. Let G be any locally compact group. Then there exist unique up 

to positive scalar multiple left and right Haar measures X and p on G. Furthermore, 

there is a homomorphism A : G —> R+ s.t. Vt e G and A e 38(G) 

X(At) = A(t)X(A) and p(tA) = A(t)~1p(A). 

A is called the modular function of G. Groups for which the modular function 

is constantly 1 are called unimodular. Abelian, discrete, and compact groups are 

unimodular. 

We fix a left Haar measure A on (G, 38(G)) and write LP(G) = LP(X) and 

ds = d\(s). For any locally compact group G, L\(G) is a Banach algebra with con

volution product * defined by 

/ * 9(x) = / f(y)g(y'1x)dy 
JG 

ioxf,geL1(G). 

Given a locally compact group G, the set of all complex (and hence finite) regular 

Borel measures on G is a Banach space with the total variation norm 
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Nh=IMG)l 

for fi G M{G). By the Riesz Representation Theorem, 

M{G) = C0(G)* 

via the duality 

(/", / ) = / fdfi 
JG 

for n G M(G) and / G C0(G). M{G) is moreover a Banach algebra with the convo

lution product defined via duality with CQ{G): 

I fd(fi * u) = (n * v, f) := / / f(xy)dn(x)du(y) 
JG JGJG 

for fi, v £ M(G) and / G C0(G). M(G) is called the measure algebra of G. 

The group algebra Li(G) is identified with a closed subalgebra of M{G) by inte

grating over Borel subsets of G: 

LX{G)^M{G), f~N 

*M) •= f f 
J A 

for A G 38 [G). 

If G is discrete then M(G) = £i(G) and M{G) is commutative iff Li(G) is com

mutative iff G is abelian. 

We liberally use Fubini's Theorem adapted for abstract harmonic analysis (see 

Sections 12 and 13 of [20] and the discussion on p.88 of [30]). 
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Theorem 1.5.4 (Fubini). Let G be a locally compact group, /-i,v£ M{G), and 

f e Li(fi x v). Then 

/ / d ( / x x i / ) = / / fd/idu= / / fdvdfi. 
JGXG JGJG JGJG 

Let G be a topological group. The left uniformly continuous functions on G are 

LUC(G) := {/ e Cb{G) \ G 3 t .-> ltf is || • |loo-continuous}. 

RUC(G) (the right uniformly continuous functions) is defined similarly and 

RUC(G) =UJC(G) . 

LUC(G) and RUC(G) are closed subalgebras of C&(G) which contain C0(G). 

If G is a locally compact group, then M(G) C LUC(Gf)* via the duality 

JG 
fdfi 

for / G LUC(G) and fi e M(G). In fact, by Bemerkung 2.3.2 in [30], M{G) is 

ur*-dense in LUC(G)*, i.e. 

M(G) = LUC(G)* 



Chapter 2 

Second Duals of Banach Algebras 

Here we define the Arens products on the second duals of Banach algebras, two 

products which extend the product on the original algebra, and related concepts, 

some of which have yet to be defined in the literature. Arens products date back to 

1951, but there has been a recent resurgence of interest in them and many good results 

are very new or still in the pipeline — it seems that only now are mathematicians 

ready for them. 

The theory is almost peculiar to general Banach algebra theory and abstract 

harmonic analysis: operator algebras are uninteresting from this point of view (see 

the example after Definition 2.3.3). If nothing else, this chapter is intended to convince 

the reader of how much is lost when one restricts one's attention to reflexive (and 

especially Hilbert) spaces or operator algebras. 

17 
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2.1 Second duals 

The second dual (or bidual) of a Banach space X is X** := (X*)*. 

Every Banach space embeds isometrically into its second dual via the map which 

sends a point to the evaluation functional at that point, i.e. 

X B x H-> x G X** 

{x,f):=(f,x) 

for / G X*. Thus we identify X with a closed subspace of X**. 

Spaces for which this map is surjective (and hence an isomorphism) are called 

reflexive. Hilbert (and hence finite-dimensional) spaces are reflexive (in fact self-

dual). For p E (1, oo), Lp spaces are reflexive since L* = Lq. 

However, from our point of view, reflexive spaces are boring. But even for non-

reflexive spaces, a lot can be said about this embedding. 

Theorem 2.1.1 (Goldstine). Let X be a Banach space. Then the unit ball of X is 

w*-dense in the unit ball of X**, i.e. 

x7* = pr*)x. 

Corollary 2.1.2, Every Banach space X is w*-dense in its second dual, i.e. 

~y^ y** 

Proposition 2.1.3. Let X be a Banach space and m £ X** be w*-continuous. 

Then m G X. Using the notation of Definition 1.4-3, Ba(X**,C) = X. 
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A function is continuous iff it commutes with limits of nets, and often there is a 

bound on the cardinality of nets we need consider (of course, the cardinality of the 

topology on the domain is always sufficient, but we may be able to do much better). 

For example, on first countable spaces, nets of cardinality K0 (i.e. sequences) are 

sufficient. In our context and in view of Proposition 2.1.3, this idea is captured by 

the following definitions. 

Definition 2.1.4. A linear functional f € X* is w*-Q-continuous for a cardinal Q if 

for every convergent net (xa)aei with \I\ < Q, 

(f,w*-limxa) = lim{f,xa). 
a a 

Definition 2.1.5. A Banach space X has Mazur's proprty of level f2 a cardinal 

if every m € X** which is w*-Vt-continuous is in fact in X. A space is said to have 

Mazur's property if it has Mazur's property of level Ho-

Reflexive spaces trivially have Mazur's property. Separable spaces have Mazur's 

property. L\{G) has Mazur's property of level n(G), the compact covering number of 

G (the least cardinality of a covering of G by compacta). 

Usually two is the magic number for duals, however there is at least one important 

result for triple duals. 

Proposition 2.1.6 (The Dixmier Projection). Let X be a Banach space. Then 

x*** = x*® xx. 

We end this section with two vector-valued integrals, both "pointwise" using lin

ear functionals. This allows us to integrate in Banach spaces using (usual) scalar 

measures. They are included here since the second involves second duals. 
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Definition 2.1.7. Let (M,[i) be a complex measure space and X be a Banach space. 

(i) A bounded function f : M —• X* is called weak* integrable if the function 

M ^ C , t^(f(t),x) 

is integrable \/x G X and we define the functional f^ f dji G X* by 

( T fd»,x):= f (f(t),x)d[i(t). 
\JM I JM 

fMfdfj, is called the weak* integral of f w.r.t. ji. 

(ii) A bounded function f : M —• X is called weakly (or Pettis) integrable if 

the function 

M ^ C , t»(h,f(t)) 

is integrable Vh G X* and the functional JM f d[i G X** defined by 

( [Wfdii,h):= f (h,f(t))drtt) 
\JM I JM 

lies in X. f^fd^eX is called the weak (or Pettis) integral of f w.r.t //. 

The functional fMfdfj, and f^fdfx are clearly linear and indeed bounded, since 

Vz G X, h G X*, 

( / fdfi,x) = \ 
\JM I JM 

\(f(t),x)\d\»\(t)<suV\\f(t)\\\\x\M(M) 
t€M 

h, / fd/i) 
JM I 

= f \{hJ(t)}\d\»\(t)<\\h\\sup\\f(t)\\\n\(M). 
JM teAf 
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Thanks to the embedding X <-* X**, if X is a dual space then the weak* integral 

coincides with the weak integral when the latter exists. 

It should be noted that in the definition of the weak integral we require the linear 

functional we defined in X** to be in X. This can be difficult to check, but we have 

the following handy sufficient condition, a special case of Theorem A3.3 in [14]. 

Proposition 2.1.8. Let X be a Banach space, G be a locally compact group and 

fj, <G M(G). Then if f : G —> X is bounded and continuous, then the weak integral 

fgfdfi exists. 

2.2 Arens products 

Since a Banach algebra 21 embeds isometrically into 21**, we can (and do) ask if it is 

possible to extend the multiplication on 21 to 21**. Richard Arens showed in 1951 in 

[1] and [2] that this can be done in two canonical ways, yielding what are now called 

the Arens products. 

Let m,n G 21**. By the Corollary to Goldstine's Theorem (2.1.2), 3 nets (aa) and 

(bp) in 21 with 

ra = w*- lim aa and n = w*- lim bs. 

So we could attempt to multiply m and n by defining 

ran = (w*-limaa) I ty*-limfyj J := w*-limit;*-limaabp 

but we could just have easily taken the other iterated limit and defined 

mn = (w*'limaa) I w*-\imbp 1 := w*-limw*-limaabp 
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and it is not obvious that the iterated limits exist, that this "product" is a Banach 

algebra product, or even if it is well-defined - to quote Neufang, "like women, the 

topological viewpoint is beautiful, but difficult to understand". 

We will define two products on SI** algebraically using module actions. 

Definition 2.2.1. Let m,n£ 21**,/ e 21*, and a,b e 21. The first (or left) Arens 

product, denoted • , is defined by the cascading definitions 

(raDn,/) := (m,nOf) 

(nDf,a):=(nJDa) 

{fna,b):=(f,ab). 

The second (or right) Arens product, denoted O, is defined oppositely: 

(mOn, f) := (n, fOm) 

{fOm, a) := {m, aOf) 

(aOf,b):={f,ba). 

• and <> are associative bilinear products on 21** which make 21** a Banach 

algebra and extend the product on 21. If m = w*- limQ aa and n — w*- linig bp with 

the am bp E 21, then 

mOn = w*- lim w*- lim aabp 
a p 

mOn = w*- lim w*- lim aabg. 
P a P 

Furthermore, • makes 21* a right 2l-module and left 2l**-module and O makes 

21* a left 2l-module and right 2l**-module. We use the same symbol for three different 

module actions, but no confusion will arise. 
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Remark 2.2.2. If 21 is commutative then Vra, n G 21** 

m D n = nOm. 

2.3 Topological centres and DTC sets 

We would like to know when the two Arens products coincide. We measure their 

agreement via the following definitions. 

Definition 2.3.1. Let 21 be a Banach algebra with Arens products D and O. The 

left (or first) and right (or second) topological centre o/2l** are respectively 

Z\W) := {m G 21** | mUn = mOn Vrc G 21**} 

= {m G 21** | the map 21** 9 n i - » m D n i s tf*-w;*-continuous}. 

22(2T*) := {n G 21** | m D n = mOn Vm G 21**} 

= {n G 21** | the map 21** 9 m i-» mOn is iu*-iu*-continuous}. 

Both centres are (norm-)closed subalgebras of 21** for either Arens product and 

21 c 2^(21**) n 2 2 ( 2 T ) . 

Remark 2.3.2. If 21 is commutative, then by Remark 2.2.2, 

2^(21**) = 2 2 (2T) = 2(21**, • ) = 2(21**, O) 

where 2 denotes the algebraic centre. 

The reader may note that, using the second definition of the topological centres, 
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two additional topological centres appear to be missing, namely 

,2t
3?(2i**) := {m e 21** | the map 2T* 3 n^mOnis w*-tu*-continuous} 

JJf
4?(2T*) := {n G 21** | the map 21** 3 m H-» mOn is w*-w*-continuous} 

However, both of these extra centres are always equal to the entire 21**. 

The topological centres measure to what extent the two Arens products coincide. 

This naturally leads to the following classification of Banach algebras. 

Definition 2.3.3 (2.18 in [10]). A Banach algebra 21 is Arens regular (AR) if 

^(2l**) = 2t
2(2l**) = 2l**, 

left strongly Arens irregular (LSAI) if 

Z}(W*) =21, 

right strongly Arens irregular (RSAI) if 

Z2(2T*) = 21, 

and strongly Arens irregular (SAI) if it is LSAI and RSAI. 

Examples. Any closed subalgebra of B(H) for some Hilbert space H (in particular, 

any C*-algebra) is Arens regular (Theorem 7.1 in [6]) but L\{G) is strongly Arens 

irregular for every locally compact group G (Theorem 1 in [25]). Note that this 

implies that Li(G) can never embed isometrically into any B(H). 

Note that with these definitions, a Banach algebra can be both Arens regular and 

strongly Arens irregular, this is the case iff 21 is reflexive. 
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Remark 2.3.4. We do not define left and right variants of Arens regularity due to the 

simple observation that 

21 is Arens regular <̂ => ^(21**) = %** <=* 2f(2l**) = 21**. 

However, the analogous statement for strong Arens irregularity (i.e., replacing 21** 

on the right side of the above equalities with 21) is not true. The first counterexample 

was given by Neufang in [28]. This algebra is the main object of study of this thesis, 

we will study it in Chapter 4 and give new results for it in Chapter 6. 

The topological centre conditions are indeed hefty requirements, one desires weaker 

sufficient conditions for elements of the second dual to be in the centres. Surprisingly 

it is sometimes enough to test against small finite sets, motivating the following def

initions. 

Definition 2.3.5. A set 2) C 21** is a left DTC set for 21 if for m G 21** 

mUd = mOd W G £> => m G Z\{W*) 

or equivalently if 

mDw*-liiada = w*-\\m.m\2da 
a a 

for every net (da) in 21** converging w* to some del) implies that m G 2/(21**). 

Right DTC sets are defined similarly. A DTC set is a left and right DTC set. 

We could have defined (left/right) DTC sets for 21 to be subsets of 21** \ 21, since 

if T) is a (left/right) DTC set for 21 then so is D \ 21. The reason we do not is because 

it can be very difficult to tell when m G 21** is in fact in 21. 

DTC sets have to somehow encode all the topological and algebraic information 
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about the multiplication, so small DTC sets are hard to come by. One of the few-

algebras known to have a small DTC set is For infinite discrete groups G, £i(G) has 

a 2-point left DTC set which is obtained by interpreting Theorem 12.22 in [11] in the 

case that G is discrete. This result can be reflected to yield a 2-point right DTC set. 

We introduce the following terminology for convenience. 

Definition 2.3.6. A Banach algebra 21 is n-LDTC/n-RDTC/n-DTC, n G N, if 

there is a n-point left DTC'/right DTC'/DTC set for 21**. 

Note that if 21 has n-point left and right DTC sets, then by this definition 21 is 

not necessarily n-DTC, for this they must be the same n points. 

Remark 2.3.7. 21 is 0-(L/R)DTC iff 21 is AR. 

Remark 2.3.8. No commutative Arens irregular Banach algebra can be 1-DTC, since 

(by Remark 2.2.2) Va G 21** \ 2(21**) 

a D a = aOa 

which would imply (by Remark 2.3.2) that a € 2(21**). 

However, 4(F2) is 1-LDTC, see Example 12.21 in [11]. Recall that F2 is the free 

group on 2 generators (with the discrete topology). 



Chapter 3 

Tensor Products of Banach Spaces 

There is a beautiful theory of tensor products of Banach spaces pioneered by Alexan

der Grothendieck ([17]) of which we will barely scratch the surface. For the purposes 

of this thesis they are merely a tool, albeit an absolutely essential one. Tensor prod

ucts allow us to realize the bounded linear operators on any Banach space as a dual 

space and motivates the definition of the nuclear operators, the object of study of 

this thesis. 

There are many ways to norm the tensor product of Banach spaces, here we give 

only the two we need (not coincidentally, they are the most important). We then 

introduce two technical properties of Banach spaces which allow us to identify these 

tensor products with more familiar objects. 

The reader is strongly encouraged to see Ryan's excellent book on tensor products 

of Banach spaces [33] for a better understanding of this material, it is truly something 

every analyst should know. 

27 
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3.1 The algebraic tensor product 

Let U and V be vector spaces. We wish to define a vector space which is the "product" 

of U and V in the sense that bilinear maps on U xV can be identified with linear 

maps on this new space. We will call this space the tensor product of U and V and 

denote it by U <g) V. There are many equivalent ways of defining the tensor product 

of two vector spaces, we proceed as in [33]. Denote the vector space of all bilinear 

maps U x V -»• C by <B(t/ x V). We define U <8> V to be a subspace of 03(77 x V)\ 

the algebraic dual of *B(C7 x V). 

Definition 3.1.1. For u e U, v e V, the elementary tensor u ® « G 53(C7 x F)8 

is defined by 

(u®v,T) :=T(u,v). 

forT e*B(U xV). The tensor product of U and V is 

U ®V := span{tt ®v\u € U,v eV} 

a subspace of>B(U x V)K 

Obviously U <E> V = V ®U via a canonical map and it is clear that the map 

®:UxV—>U®V, (u, v) H-> u ® v is itself bilinear. 

Any tensor w G U <E> V can be expressed as a finite sum of elementary tensors, 

however such a representation is not unique. The least n E N s.t. w may be written 

as the sum of n elementary tensors is called the rank of v. 
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Proposition 3.1.2. If {ua}a€A and {vp}/3€B are (Hamel) bases for vector spaces U 

and V, respectively, then {ua <g> f/3}(a,/3)e îxB is a basis for U ® V, and consequently 

Now let X and Y be Banach spaces. We want X ® Y to be a Banach space, so 

the first thing we need is a norm on X <g> Y. It is natural to require that 

\\x®y\\ < \\x\\\\y\\ 

(so that the map <2> is jointly continuous). Such a norm is called a cross norm. 

In the following two sections, we will give two cross norms on the tensor product 

of Banach spaces and study the corresponding normed spaces. 

3.2 The injective tensor product 

We may identify tensors Y17=i Ui®Vi £ U ®V with linear maps £/" —• V by defining 

f n \ n 

^2 Ui <8> vt j (/) := ] T ( / , Ui)vi 

for / € UK Similarly we may identify such tensors with linear maps V" —> U. 

Now let X and Y be Banach spaces. Then we can identify tensors in X <g> Y with 

(finite rank, and hence bounded) linear maps X* —>• Y and thus X (g> F inherits a 

norm from S(X*,y) . This norm is denoted || • ||e and is given explicitly by 

Mle = SUp 
fex* 

^2if,Xi)yi 
i=l i = i 
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Prom this we can see that 

\\x®y\\e<\\x\\\\y\\ 

\/x € X, y € Y. In fact, we always always have equality in the above expression (i.e. 

\\x ®y\\e = \\x\\\\y\\) by Proposition 3.1(b) in [33]. 

It is clear that since .F(X*, Y) is not closed in B(X*,Y), (X ® Y, || • ||e) is not 

complete. The completion of (X(g>Y, || • ||e) is denoted Xcg>£ Y and called the injective 

tensor product of X and Y. Since X ® Y ^ B(X*, Y), 

•B(A"*,y) 
X ®e Y = X <8> Y 

The elements of X <g)e Y are still referred to as tensors. Clearly X <g)£ Y ~ Y <8>£ X. 

If Z = X* is a dual space, we may instead regard Z ®Y = X* ®Y as & sub-

space of J5(X, Y) in the obvious way. It is clear that the operators obtained via this 

identification are exactly J-{X, Y). So by uniqueness of the completion, 

B(X,Y) 
X* ®£ Y = X <g> Y ' ' ' = A{X, Y). 

We would prefer to have equality with the compact operators, so we will give a 

partial answer to the question "When is every compact operator approximable?" in 

Section 3.4. 
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3.3 The projective tensor product 

We will need a second tensor product of Banach spaces. By subadditivity of the norm 

and cross norm inequality, we must have 

^Xi^Vi 
i = l 

< 5] INI INI 
i = l 

and this must hold for all representations of Y^=i xi ® Vi- So define the projective 

norm on X ® Y by 

{ n n 

^2\\xi\\\\yi\\ :u = y£2xi®yi,n<EN 
i=i j = i 

The projective norm is indeed a norm and satisfies ||x <S) y||n- = IMIIMI (Proposition 

2.1 in [33]). It is clearly the largest possible cross norm on X <g> Y. 

Again (X <g> Y, || • ||„.) is not complete. The completion is denoted X (&n Y and 

called the projective tensor product of X and Y. As usual, X <g>„. Y ~ Y <g>n X. 

Elements of the injective tensor product can only be described as limits of se

quences of finite rank operators. Elements of the projective tensor product, on the 

other hand, can be realized in a much more convenient way: 

Proposition 3.3.1 (Proposition 2.8 in [33]). Let u € X ®^Y and e > 0. Then there 

are sequences (xn) and (yn) in X and Y respectively s.t. 

oo 

U 
7 1 = 1 

= y^ xn ® yn 

and 
00 

7 1 = 1 
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It is immediate from this result that 

( oo oo "j 

n=l n=l J 

The following identification for duals of projective tensor products is extremely useful. 

Proposition 3.3.2. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. Then 

(X ®nY)* = B(X,Y*) 

via the duality 

T,^Txn®yn) •= ^{Txn,yn). 
\ n= l / n= l 

for T e B(X, Y*) and £ ~ = 1 e X ®„Y e X ^ Y . 

See Section 2.2 of [33] for the proof. 

As with the injective tensor product, we will now identify projective tensors with 

linear operators. However, since we completed X®Y before making this identification, 

the resulting operators are different. Define the map 

J : X* ®nY-+B(X,Y) 

by for E~=i fn®yne x* ®v Y and x e x 

( 00 \ OO 

] T ] / n <S> 2/n I 0 ) : = ^2(fn, x)yn. 

n=l / n = l 

The resulting operators are called nuclear operators. We write 

Af(X,Y) := J(X* ®VY). 
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J is clearly linear, but it is imperative to note that it may fail to be injective. 

So the most we can say is that (by the First Isomorphism Theorem), 

M(X, Y) S (X* ®w Y)l ker J. 

We will give a sufficient condition for J to be injective in the following section. 

In general, the nuclear operators are distinct from the more familiar classes of ap

proximate, compact, and bounded operators. However, since each nuclear operator 

is a series of rank-one operators, they are approximable and hence also compact. The 

nuclear operators on LP(G) will be studied more thoroughly in Chapter 4. 

3.4 The Approximation and Radon-Nikodym 

Properties 

Here we define two technical properties of Banach spaces, one to answer the questions 

we asked above about tensor products, and the other to make an identification for 

the dual space of the injective tensor product. 

Definition 3.4.1. A Banach space X has the Approximation Property (AP) if 

for every compact K C X and e > 0 there is a finite-rank operator S G ^(X) s.t. 

\\x - Sx\\ <s \/x e K. 

Examples. References are to [33] 

(i) (Example 4.2) C{K) has AP for every compact space K. 

(ii) (Example 4.3) Every Banach space with a Schauder basis has AP. 

(Hi) (Example 4.5) Lp(^) has AP for every measure (i and p E [1, oo). 
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Not every space has AP, but this is far from obvious. The first example of a space 

which fails to have AP was B(£2(N)) due to Enfio [12]. 

Surprisingly, AP is sufficient to answer both our question about the equality of 

the classes of approximable and compact operators and the injectivity of the map J 

defined in Section 3.3. 

Lemma 3.4.2 (Corollaries 4.8 and 4.13 in [33]). IfX* orY has AP then J is injective 

i.e. 

X* ®WY = Af(X,Y) 

and 

A(X*, Y) = X*®£Y = JC(X, Y). 

For the second property, first recall the classical Radon-Nikodym Theorem: 

Theorem 3.4.3 (Radon-Nikodym). Let (M,g/,fi) be a a-finite measure space and 

v <C n be another measure on (M, srf). Then 30 < / G Li(M, fj) s.t. \/A e srf 

v{A) = / fdii. 
J A 

A Banach space X has the Radon-Nikodym property (RNP) if the analogue 

of Theorem 3.4.3 "holds in X", here we replace u with a vector measure v : &/ —> X of 

bounded variation which is absolutely continuous w.r.t a finite measure \x on (M, srf) 

and the integral with the Bochner integral. For details, see Chapter 5 of [33]. The 

precise statement is not important to us, all we need are the following two results: 

Proposition 3.4.4 (Corollary 5.4.2 in [33]). Every reflexive Banach space has RNP. 

"Reasonable" spaces have AP, but spaces with RNP are more rare. Even co(N) 

does not have RNP (Example 5.13 in [33]). 
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The reason we introduced these properties is the following result: 

Theorem 3.4.5 (5.33 in [33]). Let X and Y be Banach spaces s.t. X* has RNP and 

either X* or Y* has AP. Then 

(X ®£ Y)* = X* ®v Y*. 

Putting this together with Lemma 3.4.2 we have that, under the assumptions of 

Theorem 3.4.5, 

K(X, Y*)* = (X ®e Y)* = X* ®v Y* = Af(X, Y*). 

We are most interested in Lp spaces, p £ (1, oo). They are reflexive and have AP, 

and hence 

JC(Lp)* = JC(LP, L*q)* = N(LP, L*) = M{LP). 

Combining this with the identification (X (g)̂  Y)* — B(X, Y*), we obtain 

ic(Lpy* = N{Lpy = (L; ®W Lpy = (LP ®n L*py = B(LP, L;*) = B(LP). 



Chapter 4 

Nuclear Operators 

We finally introduce the main object of study of this thesis: the algebra Af(Lp(G)) 

of nuclear operators on Lp(G) with a convolution-type product rather than the usual 

composition. This algebra was defined by Neufang to give the first example of a 

Banach algebra which is one-sided strongly Arens irregular (left but not right). 

We do not study this algebra from that point of view until Chapter 6. Here we 

define the convolution product on Af(Lp(G)) and then realize B(LP(G)) as a Banach 

Li(G)- and then J^(Lp(G))-moduh and study the operators obtained from these 

module actions. This algebra of operators turns out to have a very nice intrinsic 

characterization and is crucial to the results of Chapter 6. 

36 
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4.1 The convolution algebra of nuclear operators 

Recall that 

M(LP(G)) = lp = Y/Zn®rine B(LP(G)) 
ra=l 

E H&IWbMlIp < oo U Lq(G)^Lp(G) 
n=l 

where for / , rj e LP(G) and £ € Lq(G) 

{Z®v)f'-=(t,f)v-

M{LP{G)) is a two-sided ideal in B(LP(G)) since VS,T € B(LP(G)) 

S(£®r))T=(T*0®(Sr)). 

J\f(Lp(G)) inherits a norm from Lq(G) <S>̂  LP(G) which is given by 

AT 
: = i n f lEll&IWMIp p = X^n®7?n

 £N(LP(G)) 
. n = l 

For any p 6 N{LP{G)) 

andVS,T E B(LP(G)) 

< 

n=l 

\P\W 

||SPT|k<||S||||p|M|T||. 

N{LP(G)) = {M(Lp{G)),o, || • ||JV) is a Banach algebra and J\f(Lp(G))* = B(Lp(G)) 

via the duality 
oo 

(T, p) = tr Tp = tr pT = £<£„, T^ ) 
n = l 

for T G B(LP(G)) and p = J ^ L ^ n <S> % (this is indeed well-defined). 
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We define a product on M(LP{G)) via duality with B(LP(G)) which is different 

than composition and can be considered a convolution. 

For p,r G Af(Lp(G)), and T G B{LP(G)) define T 0 p G B(LP(G)) and then 

p * r G N{LP(G)) by putting 

<T,/>*r):=(T©p,T>. 

Recall that for / G L^iG), Mf G B(Lp(G)) is the multiplication operator. 

Proposition 4.1.1. H{LP{G)) = (N"(LP(G)),*, \\ • \\_\f) is a Banach algebra and 0 

makes B{LP{G)) a right Banach J\f(Lp(G))-module. 

This result is due to Neufang (Definition und Satz 5.2.1 in [30]), and the gory 

details are checked in Proposition 3.1.2 in [3]. 

Embed L00(G) in B(LP(G)) as twisted multiplication operators via t: 

LooiG) 3f^Mfe B(LP(G)). 

i is w*-w*-continuous and hence has preadjoint 

7T: N{LP(G)) = B(LP(G))* -» £«,(<?), = L^G). 

7r is determined by 

where £ G £9(G9 and n G LP(G). 

We call 7r the canonical quotient J\f{Lp{G)) -» Za(G) due to the following result. 

file:////_/f
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Proposition 4.1.2 (Satz 5.3.1 in [30]). The map 

7T: (JV(LP(G)), *)->•(/,!(G),*) 

is an algebra homomorphism. 

This is why we called * a convolution product. 

4.2 B(LP(G)) as a Banach module 

We will make B(Lp(G)) a left Banach L\(G)- and then, using Proposition 4.1.2, 

Af(Lp(G))-module. 

Proposition 4.2.1. B(LP(G)) is left Banach Li{G)-module with module operation 

given by, for f e Li(G) and T 6 B(LP{G)), the weak? integral 

f*T:= Lt-iTLtf(t)dt. 
JG 

Proof. 

\f*T\\= sup \{f*T,p)\ 
p£/V(£„(G))i 

sup 
pQN{Lp{G))x 

sup 
peJV(Lp(G))i 

/JWLt-iTLtf(t)dt,p 

f{Lt-1TLt,p)f(t)dt 
JG 

< sup ( \{Lt-,TLt,p)\\f{t)\dt 
peAf(Lp(G))! JG 

< / | | L t - i | | | | T | | | | i t | | | / ( * ) | * 
JG 

= \\T\\ f \f{t)\dt 
JG 

= ii/iiiimi. 
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So the module map is submultiplicative for the norm. 

The operation is bilinear and for any f,he Li(G), T £ B(LP(G)), p € J\f(Lp(G)) 

(h*(f*T),p) = (h* J" Lt-iTLt f(t)dt, p 

I pw* / pw* 

= (j Ls-i I / Lt-!TLt f(t)dt\ Ls h{s)ds, p 

= J / l , - i (JWLt-iTLtf{t)dt\Ls,p\h{s)ds 

= f (if LtriTLt f{t)dt),LsPLs-i\ h(s)ds 
= [ f (Lt-iTLt,LsPLs-i)f(t)dth(s)ds 

JGJG 

= f I' {L{st)-,TLsUp)f{t)dth{s)ds 
JGJG 

= / (L(s(s-it))-iTLs{s-it),p)f(s~H)d(s~H)h(s)ds 
JGJG 

= / f {Lt-iTLt,p) f(s-1t)dth(s)ds 
JGJG 

= [ f(Lt^TLt,p)h(s)f(s-1t)dtds 
JGJG 

= / f(Lt-,TLup)h(s)f(s-H)dsdt 
JGJG 

= [(Lt-iTLt,p) [ h(s)f(s-H)dsdt 
JG JG 

= f(Lt-iTLt,p)(h*f)(t)dt 
JG 

= /JW' Lt-iTLt(h*f)(t)dt,p\ 

= {(h*f)*T,P). n 

Proposit ion 4.2.2 (Satz 5.4.14 in [30]). B(Lp(G)) is also a left Banach M{LP(G))-

module via the module operation • defined by, for p £ J\f(Lp(G)) and T £ B(LP(G)), 

pw* 

p-T:=ir(p)*T= / Lt-iTLtir{p){t)dt 
JG 
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and furthermore \/p, r £ H{LP(G)) and T £ B(LP(G)) 

{P-T,T) = (T,T*P) = (TQT,P). 

If G is discrete then we can take C G Af(£p(G)) s.t. 7r(C) = Se £ £i(G). Then 

VT £ B(LP(G)) 

(•T = TT(C) * r = <5C * T = / L t-iTL t d«Je(t) = Le-iTLe = T. 
JG 

The following result will be used much later, but is interesting in its own right. 

Lemma 4.2.3. The module operation • fixes K,{Lp(G)), that is, p- K £ K,(LP{G)) 

Vp £ N{LP{G)) and K £ K{LP{G)). 

Proof. Let p £ N{LP{G)) and K £ K{LP{G)). Since JC(LP(G))** = B(LP(G)), it 

suffices to show that p • K is tu*-continuous. Since LP(G) is reflexive and enjoys the 

Approximation Property, K{LP{G)) = Lq{G) <8>e LP{G) has Mazur's property by [22], 

Corollary 5.2. So it suffices to consider a sequence rra in A/r(Lp(G))1 with rn —> 0. 

(p-K,rn) = (J Lt-iKLtn(p)(t)dt,rn\ 

. = [{Lt-iKLt,Tn)ir{p)(t)dt 
JG 

= f fn(t)n(p)(t)dt 
JG 

with 

fn(t) := (Lt-iKLt,Tn) = (rn, Lt-iKLt) -> 0 pointwise. 
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Then since 

|/»(*)| = \{Lt-,KLurn)\ < l l ^ l M N I I M < \\K\\ 

and 

f \\K\\n(p){t)dt=\\K\\\\'K{p)\\l<oo 
JG 

we have 

(p • K, rn) = f fn(t) ir(p)(t)dt - • 0 
JG 

by Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem. 

4.3 G-continuous operators 

Definition 4.3.1. For a locally compact group G, let 

X(LP(G)) = {T e B(Lp(G)) | G 3 t H+ Lt-xTLt is \\ • \\-continuous}. 

The elements of X(Lp(G)) are called G-continuous operators. 

Bekka formulated this definition for arbitrary representations of G on L2(G) in [5]. 

X(LP(G)) is a closed unital subalgebra of B(LP(G)) which contains the compact 

(and hence nuclear, approximable, and finite rank) operators. 

Proposition 4.3.2. K,{LP{G)) C X(LP(G)). 

Proof. Let £ ® ?7 € Lq(G) <S>£ LP(G) = JC(LP(G)) be a rank-one operator. 

42 

• 
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||Lt-i(e ® ̂  — -e <S> «7|| = \\(m ® (It-iiy) - £ ® r?|| 

< ||(Lt-i£) ® ( V ^ ) - (ViO ® ??|| + IK^t-iO ® V - £ ® »?|| 

= IKL.-10 ® (Lt-H7 - »?)ll + ll(^-e - fl ® »/ll 

= ll^llllelUI^-^ - V\\P + \\Ltrit ~ flUMIp 

—• 0 a s £ —> e 

by the strong continuity of left translations [14, Proposition 2.41]. So X(LP(G)) 

contains F{LP(G)) and hence also 

f{Lp{G)) = A(Lp(G)) = K,{LP{G)). U 

The G-continuous operators are exactly those arising from the module action of 

Li(G) on B(LP(G)) defined in Proposition 4.2.1. 

Lemma 4.3.3. X{LP{G)) = Li(G)* B(LP{G)). 

Proof. We extend Bekka's proof of this result for p = 2 [4, Lemma 5.2]. First, let 

/ € Li(G), T e B(Lp(G)), and s,teG. We calculate 

Lt-i{f*T)Lt = Lt-i (J" La-iTL8f(s)dt) Lt 

= / L{ts)^TLtsf{s)dt 
JG 

= / Ls-iTLsf(r
1s)d(r1s) 

JG 

= / Ls-iTLs(Lt^f)(s)ds 
JG 

= (L t-x/)*r. 

file:////Ltrit
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Then 

\\l*-i(f*T)Lt -f*T\\ = \\(Lt-if)*T-f*T\\ < \\Lt-,f - fUT\\ - 0 

as t —> e by the strong continuity of left translations. Thus / * T € X(LP(G)) and 

hence 

L1(G)^B(LP(G))CX(LP(G)). 

Now take T G X(LP{G)). Let (eQ) be the standard BAI of L\{G) (see Proposition 

2.42 in [14]). Then 

\ea*T-T\\ / Lt-iTLt ea(t)dt - T [ ea(t)dt 
JG JG 

I Lt-iTLtea{t)dt- / Tea(t)dt 
JG JG 

l>W* 

/ (Lt-iTLt-T)ea(t)dt 
JG 

/ (Lt-iTLt-T)ea(t)dt 
•/suppea 

< / \\Lt-iTLt-T\\\ea(t)\dt 

0 

since T G X(LP(G)). So T e Li(G) *B(LP(G)) and by Cohen's Factorization Theo

rem, 

X(LP(G)) c L1(G)*5(LP(G)) - L^G) * B(LP(G)). D 

Theorem 4.3.4. X(LP(G)) = Af(Lp(G)) • B(LP(G)). 
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Proof. Indeed, 

X(LP(G)) = L1(G)*B(LP(G)) 

= {f*T\feL1(G), TeB(Lp(G))} 

= {TT(P) * T | p E M(LP{G)\ T e B(LP(G))} 

= {p.T\pe Af(Lp(G)\ T e B{LP{G))} 

= N{LP{G))-B{LP{G)). D 

We now define an isometric antirepresentation of X(LP(G))*. First we need a 

product on X(LP(G))*. Let i : X(LP(G)) -̂> B(LP(G)) be the embedding and 

L* : B(LP(G)Y -» X(LP(G))* be the quotient. We can define a product on X(LP(G)) 

via the second Arens product on B(LP(G))* = J\f(Lp(G))** and t*-1. 

This product is given explicitly by 

(mn, T) = (n, Tm) 

{Tm,p) = (m,p-T) 

for m,ne X(LP(G))*, T e X(LP(G)), p € Af(Lp(G)). 

Theorem 4.3.5. The map 

T : X(LP(G)T - ^ ( i p ( G ) ) ( 5 ( L p ( G ) ) ) 

#werc by for m e X(Lp(G))*, T e B(Lp(G)) and p e Af(Lp(G)) 

(r(m)T,p) = (m,p-T) 

is an isometric, w*-w*-continuous antihomomorphism. 
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Proof. We extend Neufang's proof of this result for p = 2 from [27], breaking the 

proof up into 4 steps. 

(*) First, we show that T(X(LP(G))*) C B^{Lp{G))(B(Lp(G))). Clearly 

T(X(LP(G)T) C B(B(LP(G))). 

Let m e A"(LP(G))*, p , r e N{LP[G)\ and T e B{LP{G)). Then 

( r ( m ) ( r - T ) , p > - ( m , p . ( r . r ) ) 

= (m, (p*r ) .T> 

= ( r (m)T ,p*r ) 

= < T . r ( m ) 7 » . 

Hence 

r ( m ) ( r - T ) = r - r ( m ) T . 

(ii) To see that T is iy*-u>*-continuous, let X(LP(G))* 3 ma ^+ 0 and 

T O p e B(LP(G))®VN{LP(G)) = B(B(LP(G)), M(LP(G))% = B{B{LP{G)))* 

with the equality marked "!" by Proposition 3.3.2. Then 

(F(ma), T <g> p) = (T(ma)T, p) = (ma, p-T)^0. 

Hence 

r(mQ) ^ o. 
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(Hi) T is isometric, since 

| |r(m)|| = sup ||r(m)T|| 
T€B(Lp(G))i 

= sup sup \{T(m)T, p)\ 
TeB{Lp(G))i p^f{Lp{G))i 

= sup sup \{m,p-T)\ 
T€B(Lp{G)h peM(Lp(G)h 

< sup sup ||m||||p||||T|| 
TeB(Lp(G))i peAT(Lp(G))i 

= llmll 

and for the opposite inequality, take (pa) C Af(Lp(G))i s.t. (n (pa)) = (ea) the 

standard approximate identity of L\(G). Then VT € B(LP(G)) 

pa-T = ir(pa)*T = ea*T-*T. 

So 

\m\\ = sup \(m, T)\ 
TeX{Lp{G)\ 

sup 
TEXiLpiG)), 

(m,\impa -T 
\ a 

= sup lim\{m,pa-T)\ 
TeX{Lp(G)\ <* 

= sup lim|(r(m)T,p a) | 
T€X(LP(G)\ a 

< sup l im| |r(m)r | | | |p a | | 
TeXiLpiG)), a 

= sup ||r(m)T|| 
TeX{Lp{G))1 

< sup ||r(m)||| |T|| 

= ||r(m)||. 
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(iv) Finally, to show that V is an antihomomorphism, note that Vm 6 X(LP(G))*, 

TeX(Lp(G)),p,reAf(Lp(G)), 

((p • T)m, T) = (m, (r*p)-T} = {T(m)T, r * p) = (p • (r(m)T), r> 

hence 

(p • T)m = p • (T(m)T) 

and then 

(r(ran)T, p) = {mn, p-T) = (n, (p • T)m) = (n, p(T(m)T)) = {T{n)T(m)T, p) 

which gives 

T(mn) = T(n)T{m). • 



Chapter 5 

Spiral Nebulae 

This chapter is entirely dedicated to an obscure technical construction first defined 

on von Neumann algebras by Hofmeier and Wittstock in [21] and an automatically 

normality result for which it is built. Neufang exploited this construction to yield 

a 2-point DTC set for LUC(G)* in [29]. We have to work pretty hard to adapt the 

definition and result into our context, and we use another obscure and shockingly 

similar construction for locally compact groups first defined by Grosser and Losert in 

[16] — it seems almost designed for this purpose. 

Throughout this chapter, the symbol "±" is meant to be replaced with either + 

or —, consistently. For example, the statement 

f(x±) = V± 

is to be read as 

V+ = f(x+) a n d V- = f(x-)-

49 
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5.1 Spiral nebulae on von Neumann algebras 

In order to formulate the definition we will extend, we must first introduce some 

terminology from von Neumann algebra theory. 

A von Neumann algebra is a WOT-closed unital *-subalgebra of B(Ti) for some 

Hilbert space 7i. A von Neumann algebra has a (unique) predual and hence a w* 

topology. An idempotent e G AA a von Neumann algebra is a projection if e* = e. A 

projection p ^ 0 is minimal ifq<p=>q = 0orp and of finite rank if it is the sum of 

finitely many minimal projections. A *-automorphism ip of AA is an automorphism of 

Ad s.t. <f(x*) = (p(x)* Vx G AA. Note that *-automorphisms preserve projections. 

Definition 5.1.1 (1.1 of [21]). Let AA be a von Neumann algebra. An atomic 

countable spiral nebula on AA is a sequence (an,en)nez of *-automorphisms an of 

AA and finite rank projections en € AA which satisfy: 

(i) e0 < en < en+i and e0 < e_n < e_(„+i) Vn € N. 

(ii) w*- lim en = w*- lim e_n = id^ . 
n—>oo n—*oo 

(iii) am(em) ± an(en) and a_m(e_m) ± a_n(e_„) Vm,nGN, m^n. 

(iv) a^an(en) A. aZ\o—i{e-i) \/m,n,k,l G N, m <n and k < I. 

The utility of this bizarre construction is the following automatic normality result. 

Theorem 5.1.2 (Lemma 1.4(ii) in [21]). Let (an, e„)nGz be an atomic countable spiral 

nebula on AA and let ^± be arbitrary w*-cluster points of (ct±n)nen0. Let $ G B(AA) 

s.t. a n $ = $ a n \/n G Z. Then $ is normal iff 

* ± $ = <Mr±. 
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The meat of the proof of Theorem 5.1.2 is the following: 

Lemma 5.1.3. Let {aLn,en)nez be an atomic countable spiral nebula on a von Neu

mann algebraM andlet^± be arbitrary w*-clusterpoints o/((XJ^)neNo. Let® G B(M) 

s.t. a n $ = $ a n Vn € Z. Then if 

and Vn G Z 

$(enMen) = 0 

then $ = 0. 

5.2 Spiral nebulae on B(LP(G)) 

We would like to generalize the notion of a countable spiral nebula on a von Neumann 

algebra to a spiral nebula of arbitrary cardinality on a Banach algebra 21. Fortunately, 

the involutive structure of the von Neumann algebra and countability of the nebula 

are not essential. However, it is apparent that 21 must at least be a dual Banach 

algebra (in the sense of Runde [32], that is, a Banach algebra which is a dual space 

and such that the multiplication is separately w*-u?*-continuous). Roughly, dual 

Banach algebras are to Banach algebras as von Neumann algebras are to C*-algebras. 

One could indeed formulate a definition for dual Banach algebras, but von Neumann 

algebras and C*-algebras enjoy many properties even dual Banach algebras do not 

(necessarily), many of which are implicit in the proof of Theorem 5.1.2. For example, 

any *-automorphism of a C*-algebra is automatically a contraction, but this is not true 

for dual Banach algebras. Thus either much stronger or more concrete assumptions 

are needed. 
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Since we are mainly interested in J\f(Lp(G)), we will (with an eye towards com

muting representations on B(LP(G))) only define spiral nebulae on B(LP(G)) and 

we will require that the automorphisms and idempotents (rather than projections) 

are very concrete. Property (iv) in Definition 5.1.1 needs to be strengthened and a 

strengthened property (i) is implicitly used to direct our index set. 

Definition 5.2.1. A compact spiral nebula on 21 := B(LP(G)) is a collection 

(a±j, e±i)jG/ of automorphisms a±i = Ad (Lt±i) o/2l for some t±i € G and multipli

cation operators e±j of characteristic functions of compact subsets of G which satisfy: 

(i) w*-lime±i = ida where I is directed by inclusion of the compact sets. 
i 

(ii) a±i(e±i) _L a±j(e±j) Vz =£ j E I. 

(iii) a^a+i(e+i) _L az}a-k(e-k) Vi, j , k,l e I, i^ j and k^l. 

Thankfully, compact spiral nebulae do exist. 

Theorem 5.2.2. Let p e (l,oo) and G be a locally compact non-compact group. 

Then B(LP(G)) admits a compact spiral nebula. 

Proof. By Lemma 3 in [25] (which is based on Lemma 1 in [24]), there exists a family 

of compact subsets (Ki)tei of G and families of group elements (yj)ie/ and (zi)i€j s.t. 

(i) {Ki : i £ 1} is closed under finite unions. 

(ii) \JK° = G. 

(iii) the families {KiPi : i E 1} and {K^i : i <E 1} are pairwise disjoint. 

(iv) KiPiyJ1 nKkZkZf1 = 0iii^j,k^l,i, j,k,l G I. 
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For i £ I let 

e±i-=MxK7i, a+i:=Ad(Lyi), and a_; := Ad(L2J. 

Then properties (ii) and (iii) in Definition 5.2.1 are satisfied. It remains to show 

property (i). Let A be a the collection of all compact subsets of G, directed by 

inclusion. For K G A let MK be the multiplication operator MXK £ B{LP{G)). By 

Proposition 7.3.7 in [7], 

, , SOT . , , , w* ., 
MK —> i d a => MK —>• i d a . 

So it suffices to show that K := {K^x}iei is a subnet of A. We need only verify that 

K is cofinal in A, so take K G A. Then {(K^1)0 : i E 1} is an open cover of K, so 

since K is compact 3 a finite subcover {(K^1)0,..., (K^1)0}. So 

n n 

j = l j = l 

since K is closed under finite unions. • 

5.3 The automatic normality result 

In this section there are many results and there is little flow between them, so they 

are named as follows: Lemmata are independent of each other and are used to prove 

the Theorem (5.3.8), and Propositions are used to prove the Lemmata. 

Throughout this section (a±j, e±i)ieI is a compact spiral nebula on 21 := B(LP(G)) 

as defined in Definition 5.2.1 and \I/± are arbitrary w*-cluster points of (a±i)iei. 
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Proposit ion 5.3.1. Let f G LP(G). Then 

E \\a±i(e±i)f\\
P

P < ll/IB-
i€l 

Proof. Let / € LP(G) and F C I be finite. First note that Vi G / , 

a±i(e±i) = Mxy±iK±i 

for some ?/±j G G and compact i<f±j C G s.t. 

3/±»#±t n y±jX±j = 0 if i 7̂  j . 

Now 

ieF ieF 
E H«±i(e±i)/H? = E H^Xi^/IB 

= E / *Wr±4|/r 

= E / I/IP 

= \f\p since the y±iK±i are 

< / i/r 
= IM|P. 

Then since this is true for all finite F C I the result follows. 
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Lemma 5.3.2. Let C C J. The operators Q±c : 21 —>• 21 defined by 

@±c(T) := ^2 a±i(e±ixe±i) 
i€l\C 

are contractions. 

For convenience, we will write 

and for j € I, 

e± := e ± 0 

Q±j : = 0±{,-}. 

Proo/. It suffices to prove the result for C = 0. Let £ ® ?y G £g(C?) ®,r -^p(G) = 21* be 

an elementary tensor and x G 2li. Then 

(0±(x),e®77)i = 

== 

(e±(a;)£,»7>| 

f(Q±(x)t)v 
JG 

< / |(e±(o;)0^| 

- / . 

-L 
=L 
-L 
= L 

^2(a±i(e±ixe±i)^)r] 

Y^(a±i(e±i)a±i(X)a±i(e±i)£) V 

J2Mxy±iK±i(
a±i(x)®±i(e±i)0 V 

i€l 

^ ( a ± i ( x ) a ± i ( e ± i ) 0 Mxy±iK±iV 
iei 

)oi±i{e±i)i ") a±i(e±i)r/ 
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- E \\(a±i(X)a±i(e±i)€) "iiCCit)^!!! 

< J ! HarwMaiiteiOf ||p ||a±i(e±i)»7||g 

< Yl H^HIMI lla±i(e±0£llP ll"±i(e±i)»7|| 
iel 

< X \\a±i(e±i)t\\p \\a±i{e±i)r}\\q 

i&I 

^ IICIUMIP by Proposition 5.3.1. 

Now take p € Lq(G) ®v LP(G) and e > 0 and let ]C^Li £n ® r]n be a representation 

of p with 
00 

n=\ 

Then 

|<e±(x),p>| = e±(a;) ,Een 
n = l 

7 1 = 1 

OO 

<EllCn|WM|p 
n = l 

< HpL + e 

and since e > 0 was arbitrary, 

|<e±(a;),p>| < HPIU. 
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Finally 

||e±|| = sup ||e±(x)|| = SuP sup |(e±(x),p>| < 1. n 

Lemma 5.3.3. \&±0± = ida • 

Proof. Let x G 21 and i, j , k € I,i -< j (i.e. i ^ C Kj) and first calculate 

e±i (aZ1ja±k(e±kxe±k)) e±» = e±i e± j (a±j a±fc(e±fe^e±fc)) e±i 

= e±iQ;±j (a±j(e±j) a±fc(e±fc) ctj-fc^ej-fc)) e±i 

= e± ia^J foa±fc(a;e±fe)) e±i 

= <̂ ,fc e±i (a±)o;±fe(e±fc^e±fc)) e±i 

~ "j,fe &±i&±j%€±j€±i 

using property (ii) of Definition 5.2.1. Now 

e±i(*±6±(a;))e±i = e±i I w*-lima±} I io*- ^a±fc(e±fc:re±fc)) J e±i 

= w*- Yimw*- Y^ e±i (a±]a±k (e±kxe±k)) e±i 
1 fee/ 

= «;*- lim w*- ^ Sj,k e±ixe±i 
3 fee/ 

— 6-j-j2,6-i-j. 

Then since the multiplication in 21 is jointly SOT-SOT continuous on bounded sets 

and hence jointly SOT-w*continuous on bounded sets 
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iu*-lime±i(\l/±0±(:c))e±i = w*- lim e±ixe±i 
i i 

(SOT-lime±i)(#±e±(x))(SOT-lime±i) = (SOT-lime±i)x (SOT-lime±i) 
i i i i 

ty±Q±(x) = x. 

Hence the result. 

For every i E I, take the compact K±t C G s.t. e±j = MxK±i and y±i € 

a±i = Ad(Ly±i). Then by property (iii) of Definition 5.2.1, 

y+)y+iK+i n yZ}y-iK^ = 0 

for i, j , k,l £ / , i 7̂  j and k ^ I. 

Consider the projections 

P± := \J a±
1
ja±i(e±i) = MXQ± where Q± = [j y±)y±iK±i 

Proposition 5.3.4. Q+ and Q- are disjoint and hence 

P+ JL P_. 

Proof. 

Q+ n Q_ = ( (J y+fy+iK+i J n ( (J y_}y.kK-h 

= U U y+}y+iK+ir\yZ}y-kK-k 

= U U° 
= 0. D 
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Lemma 5.3.5. a±j@±j(x) = P± ai±jQ±j(x) P± Vz e 51, j G I. 

Proof. First note that \ii^ j then 

a±ja±i(e±») < \J a±la±k(e±i) = P± => P± a±ja±i(e±i) P± = a±]a± 

Now let x e 51. 

^ i j ^ i j ^ ) = a±J X^ a ±i ( e ±^ e ±0 
j^iel 

= 2 ^ a±)o:±i(e±iXe±j) 
j '#*e/ 

^ a±)«±i(e±j) adya±i(a:) a±)a±i(e±i) 
j&zi 

= ^2 P± a±)a±i(e±j) a±ja;±i(:r) a^ai tCei i ) P± 
friei 

= ^T, P± a±1
ja±i(e±ixe±i) P± 

= P± a^j I J2 a±i(e±iXe±i) ) P± 

Proposition 5.3.6. .Fbr allx,y G 5ti, 

||P+a:F+ + P_2/P_| |<l . 
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Proof. Let x, y E 2li and / E LP{G). Since Q+ H Q_, 

| | (P+*P+ + P_yP_)/||£ 

= / | (P+*P + / + P-yP-fY\ 
JG 

= f\(xQ+xP+f + XQ-yP-f)p\ 
JG 

= [ \{XQ+xP+fY + UQ-yP-f)1 

JG 

= [ \xP+f\p+ [ \yP^f\p 

JQ+ JQ~ 

< f \xP+f\P + f \yP_f\* 
JG JG 

= \\xP+f\\> + \\yP-f\\> 

<\\x\\p\\p+f\\p
P+\\y\\p\\p-f\\p 

<\\p+f\pp+\\p-f\\> 

= [ \p+f\p+ [\p-w 
JG JG 

= f \xQ+f\p+ f \XQJ\P 

JG JG 

= [ \f\P+f l/l 
JQ+ JQ-

= [ \f\P 

JQ+UQ-

< [ \f\P 
JG 

\P
r • 

Fix $ € P(2l) and p E 21* and define <p, <p± E 21* by 

y?(a;):=($(x),p) 

^±(x) := y{P±xP±) = (<S>(P±xP±),p). 
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Lemma 5.3.7. For <p and ip± defined as above we have the inequality 

lb+|| + lk-||<IM|. 

Proof. First note that for any Banach space X and / G X*, 

ll/H = sup 3*e f(x) 
x€Xi 

(see p.39 of [13]). Then 

\tp+\\ + Hv-ll = SUP ^ e ¥+(x) + SUP ^ e P-iv) 

= sup 3fJe ($(P+xP+), p> + sup 3£e ($(P_yP_), p) 

= sup Ke($(P+ :rP+ + P_?/P_),p} 

= sup 9£e y(P+zP+ + P-yP-) 

< sup !fte <p(tu) by Proposition 5.3.6 
u>e2li 

= IMI-

We are now ready to state and prove the main result of this chapter. 

Theorem 5.3.8. Let (a±i,e±i)i€i be a compact spiral nebulae on 21 = B(LP(G)). 

Let $ G P(2l) s.t. a±i® = ®a±i and oc^Q = ®a±] Vie I. Then if 

\I/±$ = $^r± 
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where \l/± are arbitrary (but fixed) w*-cluster points of (a±l) and\fi G I 

$(e±i2le±i) = 0 

then 

$ = 0. 

Proof. First let x G 21 and note that Vj G 7 

®Q±(x) = $^2a±i(e±ixe±i) 
iei 

= ^a±j(e±jxe±j) + $ ^ a±i(e±i:re±i) 

= <&a±j(e±j2:e±.7) + $©±j(:r) 

= a±j$(e±jXe±j) + $@±j(x) 

= 0 + <&@±j(x) 

Now we calculate 

(ag$e±(aO,p) = ( a i j$e ± j (x ) ,p ) 

= ($a±)e±J-(a;),p) 

= ($(P± ai)(©±j(x)) P±),p) by Lemma 5.3.5 

= ¥>±(a±le±j(x)) 
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and hence 

l(^)$0±j(x),p)|<||^(a^e±j(x))|| 

< ll^llll«i)lllie±j||||x|| 

< ||v±IHMI by Lemma 5.3.2. 

Then if we write the cluster points 

ty± = w*-lima, A 
±j ±3 

for subnets (a±)) of (a±l) then 

IK$*±e±(.),p>|| = sup \($*±e±(x),p)\ 

= sup|<#±$0±(:c),p)| 

= sup 
zeai 

= sup 

( w*-\ima±) J <frO±(a;),p 

w*- lim (ag]$Q±(xj), p 

= sup lim|(o!±)$0±(x),p)| 
x e a i •? 

< sup lim ||<p±||||a;|| 

Now since \I/±0± = ida by Lemma 5.3.3, 

ip(x) = {*(x),p) = \mx),p) + ±(Q(x),p) - i<*tf+e+(x),p> + i($*_e_(a;),p> 

M i($*+e+,p) + ̂ ($*_e_,p> i n i. I., n i 

<^y+\\+-2y-\\<-2 

by Lemma 5.3.7, which forces <p — 0, and then since p G 21* was arbitrary, $ = 0. • 



Chapter 6 

D T C Sets for Neufang's Algebra 

We are finally ready to prove the promised results. First we summarize what is known 

about the topological centres of Af(£p(G))**. Then we show that the left topological 

centre condition for Af(£p(G))** is equivalent to the commutation of two representa

tions. This allows us to apply Theorem 5.3.8 to prove the left strong Arens irregularity 

of Af(£p(G)) and produce a 2-point left DTC set if G is infinite abelian discrete. We 

introduce a new notion of being determining for the topological centre in terms of 

representations which allows us to say that this set is left DTC (in this new sense) for 

N{£P{G)) for nonabelian G. We are able to lift right DTC sets for l^G) to M{£P{G)) 

even for nonabelian discrete G. 

Throughout this chapter, pG (1, oo). As in Chapter 5, the symbol "±" is meant 

to be replaced by either + or —, consistently. 

64 
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6.1 The topological centres of N(LP(G))** 

We now consider the second dual of J\f(Lp(G)) and its topological centres. First note 

that the module actions of J\f(Lp(G)) on B(LP(G)), © and •, are exactly • and O. 

Theorem 6.1.1 (2.1 in [28]). Let G be a second countable locally compact non-

compact group. Then M{LP{G)) is LSAI (left strongly Arens irregular) but not RSAI 

(right SAI), since 

Mt(G) C Z?(M(LP(G)D and M ^ ( G ) \ M(LP(G)) ? 0. 

This was the first such example. 

We will prove that Af(Lp(G)) is LSAI if G is infinite discrete, we do not need the 

assumption that G is second countable. 

If G is discrete, we can say a lot more. First of all, we can decompose Af(£p(G)) 

as follows. 

Lemma 6.1.2 (Proposition 3.3.3 in [3]). Let G be a discrete group. Then 

(Af(£p(G)),*) = (£1(G)®MeooiG)±,®) 

as Banach algebras, where the product © is given by 

(/, a) ® (g,P) = (f * g, f * P + a* g) 

and f G l\ (G) is identified with 

teG 
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This identification plays nicely with second duals: 

Lemma 6.1.3. 

(Af(ep(G)r, a) = (4(C)** © M £ ( G ) , * ) 

and 

(M(£p(G)r, O) = (4(G)** © Mt(G), A 

as Banach algebras where Jft and 4jk are gwen fry 

(h, S)*(ife, T) = (frOJfc, /i D T + S D k) 

and 

(h,S)+(k,r) = (hOk, hOT + EOk). 

for h,ke 4(G) and E, T e M^ ( G ) . 

Proof. By Proposition 3.3.4 in [3], 

(A/%(G))**, O) = (4(G)** © {Meoo(G)±Y*, 4) 

and an easy modification of the proof yields that as well 

(M(ep(G)y\ • ) = (4(G)** © ( M W G ) ± r ,*) • 

It is proved in Theorem 3.3.2 in [3] that 
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These identifications allow us to describe exactly the right topological centre of 

M{ip{G)y\ 

Theorem 6.1.4 (3.2.2 in [3]). Let G be infinite discrete. Then 

Z2
t{M{£p{G)T) = £1{G)®Mt{G). 

This is one of the main results of [3]. 

Remark 6.1.5. By Proposition 5.3(i) in [9], (Af(£p(G)), o) is Arens regular, as is £\{G) 

with pointwise multiplication o by §1.4.8 in [31]. So (Af(Lp(G))1 *) can be thought of 

as a quantized (Li(G), *) while (J\f(£p(G)), o) is a quantized (£i(G), o). 

6.2 A representat ion of LUC(G)* 

Ghahramani showed in [15] that the map 

7 : M{G) - * B(B(L2(G))) 

given by for fi e M(G) and T e B(L2(G)), 

7 ( / i ) T = / Lt-iTLtdfi(t) 
JG 

is an isometric algebra homomorphism. This was greatly extended by Neufang: 

Proposition 6.2.1 (Satz 2.2.1 in [30]). The map 

7 : M(G) <-* B"(B(LP(G))) 
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given by for p G M{G) and T e B(LP(G)) 

/>w* 

7(/ i )T= / Lt-iTLtdp{t) 
JG 

is a w*-w* -continuous isometric algebra homomorphisms which extends to a w*-w*-

continuous isometry 

7 : LUC(G)* ^ B(B(LP{G))) 

given by for f E LUC(C)* and T e B(LP(G)) 

tf(f)T,p) = (f,(Lt-iTLt,p)). 

The representation of M(G) commutes with the representation Y of X(LP(G))* 

defined in Theorem 4.3.5. To prove this, we need the following result. 

Proposition 6.2.2. Let p e J\f{Lp{G)). Then the map 

G3t^ LtpLt-i G M{LP{G)) 

is continuous. 

Note that since the norm on Af(Lp(G)) is different than the norm on B(Lp(G)), 

this is not a consequence of Proposition 4.3.2. 

Proof. Let £ ® n e Lq(G) 0^ LP(G) = Af(Lp(G)) be a rank-one operator. Then 

follows by the same argument as in Proposition 4.3.2, replacing operator norms with 
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nuclear norms. Now let p G J\T(LP(G)) and e > 0. Let 

P = ^2^n^>Vn-
w = l 

Then 3JV G N s.t. 

XI H&IWMP < 7-
n=JV+l 

For i = 1 , . . . , N, let f/j be a neighbourhood of e £ G s.t. W G Ui 

\Lt-i(£n ® r?n)^t - Cn ® ?7„||A/- < ^ 

Then U :— C\7=i ^» *s a neighbourhood of e s.t. Vi G C/ 

AT 

\LtpLt-i ~p\W 
/ oo \ oo 

\ n = l / n= l 
00 

< X IIMfn <8> T)n)Lt-i - £„ <g> ??n|k 
n = l 

N oo 

n = l n=JV+l 

AT oo oo 

= ^2\\Lt(£n®r)n)L1ri-€n®rin\\tf+ ^ l l ( ^ n ) <8> ( M n ) I U + X l l ^ n < H ) % l k 

n = l 
JV 

n=JV+l 

oo 

n=JV+l 

< '52\\Lt(€n®Vn)L1ri ~ £n ® VnWtf + 2 ^ l l & > | W M | p 
n = l n=JV+l 

n = l 

e e 

<£^+2i 
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Lemma 6.2.3. T and 7 commute, that is, Vra G X(LP(G))* and p, e M{G), 

r ( m ) 7 U ) = l{p)V{m). 

Proo/. We extend Neufang's proof of this result for p = 2 from [27]. Let T e B{LP{G)) 

and / ) , T £ Af(Lp(G)). By Proposition 3.1.2 in [3], 

(LtTLt-i)Qp = Lt(TQp)Lt-i. 

Then by Proposition 4.2.2, 

{(LtpLt-1)'T,T) = {T,T*(LtPLt-1)) 

= (TQT,LtPL1rl) 

= (Lt-i{TQT)Lup) 

= {(Lt-iTLt)®r,p) 

= ((Lt-iTLt)tT*p) 

= (p-(Lt-iTLt),r). 

Hence 

(LtPLtrx)-T = p-(LtrlTLt). 

By Proposition 6.2.2 the map 

G 3 t h-y (LtpLt-i) • T € X{LP(G)) 

is continuous. 
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Since it is also bounded, by Proposition 2.1.8, the weak integral 

/ (LtPLt-i)'Tdfi(t) 
JG 

exists Vp G M{G). 

Now let m € X{LP(G))*, p € M(G), T € B(LP(G)), and p € J\f(£p(G)). 

(7(p)r(m)T, p) = / <L t-ir(m)TL t, p) dp(t) 

= [ (T(m)T,LtpLt-i)dn(t) 
JG 

= [{m,(LtpLt-i)-T)dfi(t) 
JG 

= [{m,p-(Lt-iTLt))dv{t) 
JG 

= (™,f p-(Lt-iTLt)dn(t)\ 

i, J p-(Lt-iTLt)dfji(t)\ 
pW* pW* 

i, / Ls-iLt-iTLtLs7r(p)(s)ds d/i(t) 
JG JG 

J pW* pW* 

= ( m , / / List)-iTLstTr(p)(s)dsdpJ(t) 

= (m, f Lt-iTLtd(7r(p)*n)(t) 

= (m,7(7r(p*p))T). 

On the other hand, 

<r(m)7(p)T, p) = <m, p • 7(/i)T> = (m, 7(7r(p))7(p)T) = (m, 7(TT(P) * p)T). D 

In the next section, we will show that F commuting with 7 is equivalent to the 

left topological centre condition for Af(£p(G))**. 
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Remark 6.2.4. We can realize the action of 7 as a left Arens module action in the 

following way. Let / G LUC(G)* D M(G). By Proposition 2.2.2 in [30], 

LUC(G) = {{Lt^TLt,^77} : T e B(Lp(G)),£e Lq(G),V G LP(G)}. 

Define / ' G M£UC(G) via for T E B{LV{G)) and p G Af(Lp(G)) 

(f',T®p) = ( / ' ,M ( L t T V l i P > ) := (fJ&rX^f)) = (f,{Lt-iTLup)) = W)T,p). 

Then let / be a Hahn-Banach extension of / ' to B(LP(G)). Now 

<7(/)T,p> = ( / ' , T 0 p ) = </ , r©p> = ( / ,TDp) = ( /DT.p ) . 

tferaarA; 6.2.5. If G is discrete and / G 4(G) = M(G) C LUC(G)*, then we can take 

/ = (/, 0) G MG) © ^OO(G ) X C 4(G)** © Af£ (G) = A/%(G))**. 

This particular choice of / is indeed an extension of / ' , since for h G LUC(G)*, 

{f,Mh) = (Mh,(f,0)) 

= (Mh,J2f(t)(6t®5t) 
\ teG 

= j2f(tm,hst) 
teG 

teG seG 

= E^w) 
teG 

= (f,h). 
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For / G £\{G) we always take / as above. Note that with this convention 

Remark 6.2.6. The module action • oiJ\f{Lp(G)) on B(LP{G)), 7, and the left Arens 

module action • of J\f(Lp(G))** on B{Lp(G)) are related by the following identity: 

Vp G N{Lp(G)) and T G B(LP(G)) 

p-T = 1(ir(p))T = ^)OT. 

6.3 The left centre condition and commuting 

representations 

In this section we translate the left topological centre condition on M{£P(G))** to a 

commutation condition. 

First note that if G is discrete then X{£p{G)) — B(£P(G)) and hence 

X(£P{G))* = B(£p{G)y=N{£p{G))*\ 

So we can think of V as an antirepresentation of Af(£p(G))**. 

Lemma 6.3.1. Let G be a discrete group, m G M{£P{G))** = X{£P{G))*, T G B(£P(G)), 

and p G J\f(£p{G)). Also let f G LUC(G)* and write f — w*-lima^a with the 

pa G M(G). Then 

<r(m) 7 ( / ) r , p) = ( 7( / ) r(m)T, p) VT G B(£P(G)) 

<̂ => mDw*Aimn(p)np^ = w*-limmDTr(p)DpZ: Vp G Af(£p(G)). 
a a 
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Proof. 

(T(mm)T,p) = (m,p.j(f)T) 

= {m,p-i(w*-\imna)T) 
a 

= (m,p- (w*-lim'j(fia)) T) 

= (m,7(7r(p))(u;*-l im7W)r> 

= (m,«;*-lim7(7r(p))7(//a)r) 
a 

= (m, w*-lim?r(p) WjJ^UT) 
a 

= (m, (w*-lim7r(p)D/^) DT) 

= (m D tu*- lim 7r(p) D p^,, T) 
a 

and 
< 7 ( / ) r ( m ) 7 » = fi(w*-limpa)T(m)T,p) 

a 

= («;*-Urn 7(/za)r(m)T,p) 
a 

= lim(7(pQ)r(m)7>) 
a 

= lim(r(m)7(//a)T, p) by Lemma 6.2.3 
a 

= lim(m, p • ^{pa)T) 
a 

= lim(m,7(7r(p))7(/xQ)T) 
a 

= lim(m, 7(TT(P) * pa) D T) 

= l im(m,7^p)D/^DT} 
a 

= lim(m D 7r(p) D p^, T) 
a 

= {w*-Yimmnir{fi)npZ,T). U 
a 

This result yields that the left topological centre condition on Af(£p(G))* 

alent to a commutation condition on T and 7. 
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Theorem 6.3.2. Let G be discrete. Then m G Zl{U%{G))**) iff 

r (m)7(/) = 7( / ) r (m) 

V/ G LUC(G)*. 

Proof. First suppose that m G Zl(N{lp{G))**). Then Vp G M{lp{G)), f G LUC(G)*, 

and nets (/j,a) in M(G) s.t. / = w*-lim.fia, 

m D w*- lim 7r(p) D /x^ = u>*- lim m • 7r(p) D ju^ 
a a 

so by Lemma 6.3.1, 

r (m)7(/) = 7( / ) r (m) . 

Now suppose that V/ G LUC(G)*, 

r » 7 ( / ) = 7(/)r(m). 

Let n G Af(£p(G))** and define / G LUC(G)* by / = n|MLUC(G). Then 

(nDT,p> = (n,TDp> 

= ( n , T 0 p ) 

= (n,M<LtTL t_i,p)) 

= (fJJ^rXJ)) 

and hence 

nDT = 7(/)r. 
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Let (na) be a w*-convergent net in J\f{Lp(G))** and for each a let fa 

Then if C € ff(Lp(G)) s.t. TT(C) = £e then 

(mD w*~limna,T) = (m, (w*-limna)UT) 
a a 

= (m, u>*- lim n a D T) 
a 

= (m,w*-lim7(/a)T) 
a 

= (m,K-lim7(/a))r) 
a 

= ( m , 7 K - l i m / a ) T ) 

= (m,C-7K-l im/ Q )T> 
a 

= ( r ( m ) 7 K - l i m / a ) r , C ) 

and 

(«;*- lim mOna,T) = lim(m DnQ ,T) 
a a 

= lim(m, naOT) 
a 

= lim(m,7(/a)T> 
a 

= lim(m, C • l(fa)T) 
a 

= lim(r(m)7(/Q)T,C) 
a 

= lim(7(/a)r(m)T,C> 
a 

= («;*-lim 7(/a)r(m)T,C> 
a 

= (7K- l im/ a ) r (m)T,C) . 

Therefore 

m D to*- lim na = w*- lim mOna 
a a 

and hence m e Zl(M{lp{G))**). 
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This result, while philosophically important (see Definition 6.4.3), is not sufficient 

since for DTC results we need a commutation condition equivalent to multiplication 

by elements the second dual being w*-u>*-continuous against individual nets. Unfor

tunately, the result one expects, that if w*-\imana = n G Af(£p(G))** then 

m • w*- limna = to*- lim m U na «=* Y{m)^ (ra|Luc(G)) = 7 HLUC(G)) T(m) 

is not true for two subtle reasons which can be seen in Lemma 6.3.1. Firstly, the 

p G J\f(£p(G)) = B(£P(G))* we take only to separate the points of B(£P(G)) inter

feres with the net, and secondly, we need to approximate / G LUC(G)* by a net of 

fia G M(G) in order to apply Lemma 6.2.3 — this corresponds to approximating n 

by a net of the form na = ju .̂ Lemma 6.3.1 is the best result we have in general. 

This motivates an alternate definition of DTC in terms of commuting representations 

which we will give in the following section. However, if G is abelian, we can get 

around the first problem. 

Theorem 6.3.3. Let G be abelian discrete and m G Af(£p(G))**. Then 

r (m)7(/) = 7( / ) r (m) 4=>- mDto*-lim/^ = w*-lim.mDfL2 
a a 

for every net (/j,a) in M(G) converging w* to f G LUC(G)*. 

Proof. First suppose that 

r (m) 7 ( / ) = 7(/)F(m). 

Let / = w*-limQ/uQ with the //Q G M(G). Take C € N{£P{G)) s.t. TT(C) = Se. 
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Then VT G B(£P{G)) 

TT(C) D T = 70r(C))r = 7(^e)T = / Lt^TLtd5e(t) = Le-.TLe = T. 
JG 

Then by Lemma 6.4.1, in particular 

m • w*- lim 7r(C) D jS^ = w*- lim m D 7r(C) • fa 

m D w*- lim jS^ = iu*- lim m D fa. 
a a 

Now suppose that V/ = u>*-lima/ia G LUC((2)* with the fa G M(G) 

m D iu*- lim / ^ = w*- lim mD/IJ 
a 

Note that since G is abelian, M(G) is commutative, so Vp € J\f(£p(G)), /i G M(G), 

and T G 5(4(G)) 

^ip)Df2DT = 1(n(p))1(fi)T 

= 7 ( T ( P ) * /f>T 

= 7 ^ * 7r(p))T 

= /tD7r(p)nT. 
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Then Vp G N{£P{G)) and T G B{ip{G)) 

(m D w*- lim 7r(p) D ̂ , T) = (m, (w*-lim7r(p)D/^) DT> 

(m, w*- lim 7r(p) • ju^ D T) 
a 

(m, w*- lim /I^ • 7r(p) D T) 

(m, (V- l imp^) D T T ^ D T ) 

(m Dry*-lim p^, 7r(p)nT) 
a 

{w*- lim m D p^, 7r(p)DT) 

(tu*-limm, p^D7r(p)DT) 
a 

(u;*-limm, 7r(p)D/i^nT) 
a 

(tu*- lim m • 7r(p) D p^, T). 

Hence 

m • w*- lim7r(p) D p a = w*- lim m D 7r(p) D p a 

and then by Lemma 6.4.1, 

r (m)7(/) = 7( / ) r (m) . D 

6.4 Left s t rong Arens irregularity of J\f(£p(G)) and 

left D T C sets 

Here we give the main results of this thesis. First we interpret Theorem 5.3.8 (the 

automatic normality result) in our context. In this section, all groups are infinite 

discrete, and hence non-compact. This was a hypothesis of Theorem 5.3.8. 
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Lemma 6.4.1. Let G be an infinite discrete group. There exist 

*/>+, tl>. e £T* C LUC(G)* 

s.t. if meAf(£p(G))** satisfies 

r (m)7(^± ) = 7(V>±)r(m) 

thenmeN{£p(G)). 

Proof. Let (a±j,e±j)iG7 be a compact spiral nebula on B(£P(G)) (see Section 5.2). 

Let (a+^+jz+j and (al])_jG_j be subnets of (a+l)i€i and (aCi)j€/ converging to 

arbitrary io*-cluster points \&+ and \&_ of (a+i)iei and (a_j)j6j, respectively. 

For every ±j e ±J take the x±j e G s.t. a±j = Ad(Lx±j). Then VT e B(£P(G)) 

1 ( 5 ^ i ) T = j G Lt-.TLt d5x-±](t) = Lx±jTLx-±) = Ad (Lx±.) T = a±j(T) 

hence 

a±j = 7 fey and «±) = l{5x±j). 

Then since 7 is w*-u>*-continuous (Proposition 6.2.1), 

*± = w*-lima±) = w*-\im^(Sx±.) = 7 I w*-\imSx±j J = 7 ^ ) 

with 

V>± := «/*-lim<5x±i e J£° c LUC(G)*. 

Now suppose that m 6 J\f(Lp(G))** satisfies r(ra)7(V>±) = 7(V;±)r(m). 
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Note that by the Dixmier projection (Proposition 2.1.6) we have 

Af(Lp(G))** = JC(LP(G))*** = JC(LP(G))* e ^{L^G))1- = M{LP{G)) 0 /C(LP(G))X. 

So we can write m = r + ms with r G Af(£p(G)) and ms 6 ^(^(G))-1-. 

Since r e N{£P{G)) C Zl{M{ip{G))**), by Theorem 6.3.2, T(r) commutes with 

^± = 7(^±) and since T(m) commutes with the \I/± = 7(/0±) by assumption, 

T(ms) = T(m) - T(r) 

commutes with \I/±. 

By Lemma 6.2.3, $ = T(ms) commutes with the j(Sx±j) = a±j and 7 (^-1) = a±j. 

Let i E I. Then e±j = MXR- for some compact and hence finite K C G, so e±j is of 

finite rank. Then e±iTe±, is also of finite rank and hence compact so 

me±iTe±i),p) = (T{ms)(e±iTe±i),p) 

= {ms,p- (e±iTe±i)} 

= 0 

since ms e K^G))1- and p • (e±jTe±j) e JC(£P(G)) by Lemma 4.2.3. 

Then by Theorem 5.3.8, 

$ = T(ms) = 0 => ms = 0 

since T is isometric. Therefore 

m = r + ms = T<E Af(£p(G)). n 
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This result gives us both that N{£P{G)) is LSAI and left DTC sets for Af(£p(G)). 

Theorem 6.4.2. J\f(£p(G)) is LSAI ifG is infinite and discrete. 

Proof. Let m G Z}(Af(£p(G))**). By Theorem 6.3.2, T{m)^±) = 7(^±)r(m). 

Then by Lemma 6.4.1, m € M{£p(G)). So Z] {H {£P{G))**) C N{£P{G)) and hence 

Zl{N{£p{G)Y*) = M{£P{G)). a 

This extends Neufang's result (Theorem 6.1.1) when G is discrete, here we do not 

need to assume that G is second countable. 

What Lemma 6.4.1 says is that {ip±} C LUC(G)* is, in some sense, determining 

for the first topological centre of J\f(Lp(G)). So we propose the following definition: 

Definition 6.4.3. Let 21 be a Banach algebra, X be a representation o/(2l**, • ) on 

some Banach space X and p be representation of some other algebra 21' on X s.t. 

meZl(%**) ^=> A(m)p(a) = p(a)A(m) Va G 21'. 

Then D C 21' is (X,p)-LDTC for 21 if 

\(m)p(d) = p(d)\(m) V c / e S =• m e -2?(ST). 

(A, p)-RDTC sets are defined by replacing O with O and Z\ with Z?. 

This definition is not entirely satisfactory since the representations A and p are 

not canonical, as in the case of J\f(£p(G)), but it allows us to state Lemma 6.4.1 in 

the following way. 

Theorem 6.4.4. {^±} C LUC(G)* is a (F,j)-LDTC set for Af(£p(G)). 
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Of course, if G is abelian, we have a 2-point DTC set in the sense of Definition 

2.3.5. 

Theorem 6.4.5. If G is infinite abelian discrete, thenJ\f(£p(G))** is 2-LDTC. 

Proof. Let m G J\f(£p(G))** and suppose that 

mDt|)± = mO^±. 

Write 

V>± = w*- lim fj,±a 
a 

with the (x±a G M(G). Then 

w*- lim ^ = ij)± 
a 

so by assumption 

m D to*- lim /Z^ = w*- lim m D jl^ 
a a 

Then since G is abelian, by Theorem 6.3.3, 

r(m)7(V±) = 7(^±)r(m). 

Then by Lemma 6.4.1 and Theorem 6.4.2, 

meM{£p{G)) = Zl{U{£p{G)Y*). 

Thus {$1} is a left DTC set for M{£P{G)). • 

This DTC result is actually stronger than the definition of DTC sets (Definition 

2.3.5) requires. We defined DTC sets in terms of all nets converging w* to elements 
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of the DTC set, whereas we only needed w* continuity against one net converging to 

each of the determining elements. 

In general, we only have a left DTC set consisting of 2 times |^i(G)| many points. 

Although this DTC set is infinite, it consists of the two points xj)± blown up by "good" 

elements n(p) G Zl{M{£p{G))**) (by Remark 6.2.5). 

Theorem 6.4.6. Let G be infinite discrete. Then 

D := {T^P) D ^ I P e M(£P(G))} = {hUiT±\he tx(G)} 

is a left DTC set for Af{£p(G)). 

Proof. Let m G M{£P(G))** and suppose that for every net na in J\f(£p(G))** con

verging w* to some d = n(p) • V>± G 3D, 

m • w*- lim na = w*- lim m D na. 
a a 

If ^ ± = w*- lima pa with the pa G M(G) then 

w*- lim 7r(p) D p^, = 7r(p) D «;*- lim p^ = ir(p) D ty± = d 
a a 

and hence in particular 

m • iu*- lim 7r(p) D p~^ = w*- lim m • 7r(p) D p^. 
a a 

So by Lemma 6.3.1, 

r(m)7(^±) = 7(^±)r(m). 
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Then by Lemma 6.4.1 and Theorem 6.4.2, 

m e M{£P{G)) = Zl{H{£p{G))**). U 

6.5 A right DTC set 

Compared to how hard we had to work for left DTC sets for J\f(£p(G)), we get right 

ones almost for free from [3] and [11], and we do not need to worry about alternate 

notions of being determining for the topological centre. 

The identifications in Section 6.1 allow us to lift right DTC sets for £i(G) to right 

DTC sets for N{£P{G)). 

Theorem 6.5.1. Let £> be a right DTC set for 4(G) . Then 2) is a right DTC set 

for J\f{£p{G)), identifying 2) with 

{(d,0) :d£T>}C 4(G)** © M £ ( G ) =Af(£p(G)r 

Proof. Write m = (h, E) G 4(G)** © ML(G) = -A^P(G))** and suppose that 

dUm = dOm \/d € £>. 

Then 

(d,0)*(/i,S) = (d,0)*(/i,S) 

{dUh,dUE) = (dOh,dOE) 

=• dUh = dOh. 
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Then since D is a right DTC set for i^G), 

heZ?{e1(G)") = i1(G) =» (ft)2)e«,(G)eAfi(G) = ^ ( L i , ( G ) n . 

So S) is a right DTC set for M{LP{G)). U 

Recalling that ix{G) has a 2-point right DTC set (Theorem 12.22 in [11]), 

Corollary 6.5.2. Af(£p(G)) is 2-RDTC. 
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